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YOUR CONSTRUCTION PROJECT
FULLY CAPTURED, TOTALLY COVERED
Construction Photos and Videos, 3D Laser Scanning, Scan to BIM, Webcams, UAV Services, and automated workflow solutions
from the Global Leader in Construction Documentation.

  Watch Video 


 Our Clients
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  "I have had the pleasure of using Multivista’s services on two projects now and the experience just keeps getting better.  Multivista’s photo documentation services provide me all of the as-built information and protection I need in a professional platform without tying up a member of my staff. I fully intend to use them on every project in the future."- Brad Adams, Project Superintendent
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  "I would recommend Multivista to any PM, contractor or owner seeking to reduce project risks and save time and money on their construction projects."- Dave Fox, Project Manager
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  "Thoroughly documenting the rough conditions of a finished space to show compliance allows us to give our client peace of mind and adhere to the demands of the project schedule. Multivista has been instrumental in this way by capturing the in-wall and above-ceiling in an organized fashion."- Robert Romanoff, Field Engineer
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  "I would recommend this tool on every job and to every owner…"- Matthew Graziano, Superintendent
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  "The Facilities Maintenance team used the photographic documentation to quickly locate the exact area of a water leak and identify the issue. They are singing Multivista’s praises."- Bo Bost, Construction Project Manager
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  "A no brainer, the service pays for itself."- Shawn Ruthven, Vice President, Construction Services
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  "For us, it’s a no-brainer to have an unbiased independent party creating a comprehensive photographic record of construction progress."- Kyle McClelland, Redevelopment Project Director
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  "It's really a pleasure to use a product that works so well."- Michael Mendick, P.E., CCM, Assistant District Engineer
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  "It’s a magnificent tool, absolutely brilliant!"- Jon Lipton, President & CEO
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  "Multivista allows us to see behind walls, ceilings, and even slabs to eliminate many unforeseen conditions and costs. Multivista is an essential tool in my tool box.
"- Bill Clawson, Director, Facilities Engineering
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  "Multivista’s data capture is easily accessible and on an intuitive software platform, which our team has access to 24/7. Additionally, we can extend access to our consultants and advisors as needed— this has proven to be highly valuable and minimises our risk. The Multivista team is responsive, proactive, and consistently delivers excellent results."- Petronila Osodo, Head of Remediation—Building Safety
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Services
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 360 Photo
 We capture 360 photos of your entire job site.
You use them to manage your project more efficiently
  Learn More 
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 3D Laser Scanning
 Fast, precise data capture for point clouds
  Learn More 
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 Scan to BIM
 Turn your point cloud data into 3D as-built models
  Learn More 
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 Scan to Plan
 Turn your point cloud data into 2D CAD or PDF plans
  Learn More 
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 Photo
 Professional construction photo documentation services
  Learn More 
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 Video
 Professional facility and 
construction training videos
  Learn More 
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 Webcam
 Timelapse and live stream webcam feeds of construction sites
  Learn More 
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 Drone & UAV
 UAV (unmanned aerial vehicle) drone photos and flyover videos
  Learn More 
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 Virtual Walkthrough
 Remote, 3D immersive site “walks”
  Learn More 







Project Stakeholders
  Learn More 
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Developers & Owners
Monitor, document and track all construction progress as it happens.

  Learn More 
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General Contractors
Complete your project on time and under budget with visual documentation linked to digital project plans.

  Learn More 
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Facilities Managers
Our services offer an exhaustive reference point for facility-wide operations, maintenance, and renovations.

  Learn More 
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Architects & Engineers
Use Multivista to validate your model with as-built conditions, verify design integrity, and virtually "walk" the site.

  Learn More 
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Tradespeople
Flip through progression photos of your project to see inside every wall, ceiling, floor and slab right from your phone.

  Learn More 
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Government Agencies
Procure Multivista and benefit from the complete transparency
of an unbiased and independent documentation resource.

  Learn More 
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Industries
  Learn More 
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Healthcare
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Education
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Government
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Multifamily Housing
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Custom Homes
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Commercial & Office Building
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Infrastructure & Civil
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Industrial & Factory
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About Multivista
Since 2003, Multivista has provided construction photo and video documentation services on over 4 billion square feet of construction projects worldwide. Now part of Hexagon (HEXA-B), a global information-technology powerhouse, Multivista has evolved into a large-scale construction services company that combines cutting-edge reality capture technology with unparalleled customer service to meet all the visual construction documentation needs of construction professionals.[image: ]
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Multivista’s versatile video, UAV, 3D, webcam and photo services are valuable for a wide range of construction projects across a wide range of industries. With sophisticated tools, a proprietary software platform, a professional and seasoned team, and boots on the ground in over 80 global markets, we aim to become your one-stop visual documentation service provider.
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